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PREFACE

The American School Counselor Association is pleased to have

cooperated with the ERIC Counseling and. Personnel Services Information

Center to produce a series of monographs on subjects about which school

counselors are expressing concern. Through regional meeting's, groups

of counselors identified topics they deemed to be of high priority, and

five were selected for the monograph series. The series focuses on

b oadening the knowledge and enhancing skills of school Counselors in a

very practical sense.

I hope these monoaraphs will assist counselors and counselor

educators to meet the needs of studelts more effectively. After reading

the monographs, couns iors may wish to encourage ASCA to develop,

additional publications on other important topics.

I -ish to express my thanks to the authors, Donald G. Hays, Helen

F. -ristal, A. William Larson, Robert D. Myrick, and Daniel H. Nasman

for the quality of their manuscripts. Also, my special appreciation to

Garry R. Walz and to Libby Benjamin for initiating and.- sponsoring the

project, and reviewing and editing all manuscripts.

It is my sincere hope tlat this series of monographs will be a

valuable contribution to the work of school counselors, counselor

educators and other helping professionals.

Carol Reynolds
Interprofessional Relatims Coordinator
American School Counselor Association



INTRODUCTION

New,populations to serve, greater demands to demonstrate profession-

worth, thorny legal questions to resolve, and the need to acquire new

skills are just some of the presses being experienced by members of the

helping services. The demands for broadened services of counselors and

other helping professionals have increased notably in recent years. The

support for those servides, however, has remained constant or diminished.

Therefore, counselors are seeking more impactful strategies to deal with

this paradox of more to do and less to do with.

While the need for new approaches and skills clearly exists, counse-

lors are plagued by the double-headed problem of resources which are

either difficult to obtain Or too theoretical and abstract to be of

practical utility. A high level discussion of 'child abuse has little

to offer the hard-Pressed counselor faced with helping a tormented child.

Our goal in creating this monograph series was to assist counselors

to acquire practical and immediately adoptable techniques and procedures

for dealing with current or emerging concerns. Initial discussions with

-the then AkA president, Don Severson, and later with the ASCA Governing

Board and Carol Reynolds, led to our identifying and prioritizing areas

toward which we should fOCUS our efforts. With help from ASCA, authors

were seier:ted who were highly knowledgeable about the functions of

counselors in these chosen areas. Theirs was the task of culling from

the large reservoir of accumuiated knowledge and their own personal

know-hcw those ideas and practices which would best serve pressed, if

ii



not embattled, counselors.

It is our judgment that the process has been successful. Five

monographs have been developed which deal with highly prioritized

counselor needs and provide direct assistance to counselors. Singly

or as a series, they can help counselors to heighten their awareneSs

and upgrade their skills.

The titles of the five monographs in this series are: Needs

Assessment: Who Needs it?, The Role of the School in Child Abuse and

11!_Eip, Student Ri hts: Relevant_Aspects for Guidance Counselors_,

Consultation as a Counselor Intervention and Le-al Concerns for

Counselors. In all of the manuscripts the authors provide a brief

,overview.of the historical background of the subject, speak to current

trends and developments, offer'a glimpse of directions for the future,

and, most important, emphasize new roles for counselors and st -ategies

counselors can use to be more effective in their work. Readers will

also find extensive lists of helpful resources to which they can refer

for more informatiOn.

The rewards for us in working on this project,have been many. The

support, interest, and cooperation of Don Severson, Carol Reynolds, and

Norm Creange have been all that we could have asked for. The authors,

while not alweys agreeing totally with our:ideas, have been most re-

sponsive in incorporating our suggestions into the texts. Perhaps most

of all, we feel rewarded by that certain look of discovery and pleasure

evident in the faces of those who have reviewed the manuscripts. 'Like

us, they experienced the joy of knowing that here at last was something
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that could really make a difference in what theY do. That pleases us

immensely! Because making a difference is, after all, what we and

ERIC/CAPS are all about.

G.R.W.
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ABOUT THIS MONOGRAPH

Accountability, today's watchword, begins with needs assessment, so

that precise goals can be targeted and progress toward those goals

charted. In this monvraph Dr. Hays and Ms. Linn guide the reader

through the process of needs assessment, from the initial step of

obtaining commitment to the final outcome of improved program planning

= and development. Using an example common to many situations and settings;

the authors clea ly Spell out the step-by-step procedures necessary for

successful implementation of needs assessment. The bibliography and

appendixes are rich With materials that readers can adopt or adapt for

use in their own work settings- and a list of institutions is provided

for persons wishing to "hear it like 't s" from schools and agencies

already engaged in the process.

We believe that this monograph captures the essence of needs assess-

ment succinctly, in:easily readable and understandable style. For the

0
. novice, it provides- information and know-how; for the skilled, it brings

together nicely the. -most important steps in the process and becomes a

useful resource for ready referral.
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NEEDS ASSESSMENT! WHO NEEDS TT

Donald G. Hays
Joan K. Linn

As educators, we are experiencing a pain ul process of societal

scrutiny. Up to the present time, the level of education in,the United

States has made us a forerunner in the world community. While superior,

however, our progress has not been as dramatic as that of our world

.neighbors% In some areas our leadership is even being challenged. As

Americans however, we insist upon being the best-7and.by a wide'

margin. Therefore, any signs of slippage signal careful examihation

and explanation. There is evidence that the AMerican people are not

satisfied with their educational system. The public, in response to

requests foi- dollars to meet the costs of inflation, have been saying,

"Not until you can show better results from your endeavors will we

give you more money." Educators, formerly receiving unequivocal

support, are now having to be more accountable for what they do.

The response to this demand for accountability has led to

improved educational processes. The Management By Objectives or

System Analysis approaches form one type of these processes. They

include emphasis upon goal setting development of objectives, iden-

tification of priorities, improveMent of programs to meet the objectives,

and an evaluation process to measure progress toward the goals. An

important aspect of this overall process is a Needs Assessment.



What is it?

Educational needs assessment is becoming an increasingly more

routine activity for many school districts. School personnel sub-'

mitring proposals for Categorical or competitive funding are well

aWare that one Of the major requirements is an assessment of needs of

the stUdent population to be served. With or without special funding,

needs assessment is a process of critital importance to educational

organizations to help clarify their intent, determine their current

status, and identify areas of strength and weakness. Bell (1274)

stated that "Since we have so many problems and since our resources

are limited, it is essential that we look at the performance of our

educational' institutions and establiSh a hierarchy of priorities"

(p. 32)-. Through a needs assesSMent, the educational system as a

whole, as well as each of its various parts, can do just that.

Where do school counselors fit in? For.the most part, they have

rfot been directly involved with the needs atsessment process- In fact,

where counselors are aware of this activity, they seem to feel a

reticence about becoming involved--for a variety of reasons'. Any new,

tool or-technique represents a change, and change is usually met with

resistance. We become very comfortable with those things- that are

familiar to us. We hesitate to move away from the known, no matter how

ineffective the present method of operating may be, into the-unknown.

Furthermore, many counselors believe that .the activities required'of

needs assessment are too time consuming and prevent them from_doing

111
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their job. Some believe needs assessment to be another-new idea which
f

in the long run won't make any difference anyway. Still others insist

that ft..is neither functional nor possible to-specify outcomes and.

still retain the flexibility and humanism which are such a necessary

part of counseling. On'the.contrary,,we propose that a comprehensive
a

needs 'assessment will provide counselors:with a solid foundation for

definin9 their.base of operations; identifying the discrepancies that

exist, and focusing their energies toward the reduction of those

disCrepancies. OnlY through this process can We insure that the needs

of students, staff and community are being addressed and that appropri-

-ate alternative solutions are being Considered. Through the -ollowing

discussion it is hoped that the needs assessMent process will become

familiar and that_Counselors will be able- to recognize the tremendous

value of thiS process for improving the effectiveness of their

activities for the youth they serve.

The term "heeds assessment" has:been used'in a number of ways,

and, as with many terms in our society, each person has a different

...idea of what it means. In order that we.begin at a common base with

a common language, it is important first to provde-an oPerational

definition of the terMinolegy to be used. Kaufman (1976) offers an-

excellent definition of "need" and .Theeds assessment" and- we shall,

therefore, accept his statement as our operational definition:

A need 'is the gap between what is .and what shoule be.'
It is a noun, a thing. As used here a need is nothing
more or nothing less than, the documented gavor difference
between the results we- are currently achieving and the.results
we wish to dERW: It is .a gap in ends, not means., A need%



assessmen,t-is a formal collection of gaps, the placing of
the gapsin priority order, and selecting the gaps of
higheSt priority for action and resolution. It is a formal

_process. (r1 20)

.
,

For the school counselcir, there are two concepts of "what shou d

be":

1. The desirable form of demonstrated behavior for each student

at the conclusion of the interaction between student and counselor

(product/ends).-

2. The desired methods by which the counselor assists the student

toward the accomplishment of (1) above (process/means).

The "what should be" is usually stated as a goal or goals. Goal

setting is extremely important and will be referred to throughout this

document but it is a topic requiring further consideration-beyond. the

:scope of this Monograph. Assuming that goals have been set, both for

the student and for:the organization, we Are ready to identify the

"what is." If we know rather precisely what we expect of students,

then we can gather current data about the students regarding that

particular outcome. The discrepancy between the two is the need to be

met.

We have an operational definition of "need": the discrepancy

between lohat and lAat should be." 'For "needs assessmenti our

operational definition will be: the process of ascertaining and

documenting the discrepancy between "what is" and "w1at should be."

Kaufman (1972) calls this a "discrepancy analysis." Ultimately, the

product of this process iS-_vheeds statement with ttr'following general

16



characteristics:

1. A listing of-desirable guidance/counseling goals (wha should

be). It is essential that these goals be stated in terms of student

outcomes (what students will do) rather than in terms of guidance/

counseling activities (what counselors will do_

2. kli,st of statements describing thepresent level _of a ain=

ment of these goals-(what-as).

3. A'listing of staments describing the differences between

what is" and "what should be! (discrepancies, gaps, needs).-

What.has been said so far it- but a 'brief introduction to this.

monograph. In succeeding sections we will elaborate on these Concepts'

by-asking and answering the following questions:

1. Who needs it? The implications of needs assessment upon

persons involved in gUidance and/or counseling will be Presented.

2. How is it done? A particular method of a needs assessment

will be discussed Including the processes for conducting the needs

assessment.

3. Who is doing it? Examples of need$ assessment actiVities

currently being conducted by school districts will be provided, and

where feasible, instrumentS used ih a needs assessment will be.displayed.

4. Then'what? The effects of needs assessment upon guidance and

counseling activities:in each of these school,districts and other

igencies will be deScribed.



Who nee

We all need. iti In order to achieve the identified guidance/

counseling goals for stildents we must consider,several elements having

impact upon'the process. It is important that we first address the .

needs of counselors. This may seem strange, but until the discrepancy

between what is and what should be for counselors personally is

reduced, their effectiveness in assisting Students:is in jeopardy.

,As a counselor, if my,goals are too far- removed-from where I am

,currently, then my.first concerns are .for my needs and may conflict

-with attempts to meet the needs of my counselees. The.counselor must

"get his/her att together" before progress-in the accomplishmentof'

student goals tan beachieved.

The-needs of students must be considered next. Where they are

and where-they Should be is of primary concern to both students and

the school coubselor. A dete mination of discrepancies and'an analysis

of the reasons for theSe will serve to identify priority areas. It is

in -these areas,that students will expect assiStance. It matters not

what counselors feel are the-.most important areas of'concentration--

how students,priorittze their needs is wtat counts. If, for example,

:students indicate that assistance in planning theirtigh school

education is a high priority--the counselortas an obligation to

provide counseling activities specifically directed to Meet this need.

While a student's self concept is inextricably linked with how he/she

sees him/herself in the school setting, ii _is not until we deal with



the student's perceived priorities that we can begin to affect other

areas of need.

Counselors and students do not work in isolation. The staff,

parents, and community also have needs that must be- met. While more

. I

difficult to ascertain, these needs must also be identified and taken

into tonSideration. And the institution has needs, too. DeVeloping'

and managing programs to meet the needs of all these various.groups-

requires an organization devoted to humanistic endeavors. ,Student

needs must be met by personnel whose needs are being met within an

institution organized in such a fashiOn, as to'proVide.an effective

'delivery system of programs to

variety of people.

How is it done?

espond effectively-to the-needs of a

How to conduct a. needs assessment depends upon.a number of

variables. The first,to keep in mind actording to KaufMan (1972) is

that-a needs assessment must meet the following criteria:

1, 'The data must represent the actual world of learners
and related people, both as it exists now and as it will, could,
and should exist in the future.,

2. No needs determination.is final and .tomplete; we must
realiZethatany statement of needs is in fact tentative, and
we should constantly question the validity of our needs statements.

3. The discrepancies should be identified in terms of-pro-
ducts or actual behaviors (ends), not in termS of processeS
(means ). (1). 29). .

A second variable is the level of complexity of the assessment,
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and will be dictated by-the. prticulars Of the situation.. The

individual or organization directing the assesSment must determine the

level of complexity best suited.to the purpose. Counselors wishing to

proceed with an accountable guidance program shobld not wait for the

formal organization to initiate a comprehensive needs assessment.

They can begirrwhenever it is feasible to do so. For example, you,

the counselor, tan begin-today with a simple assessment of your

counselees' needs. Suppose your goal iS for the majori,ty of your

stUdents to have made decisions related to future career activities

.
uPpn gra6ation fronihigh sChool. You recognize.that the community,

the school, and'you, want each graduate to have a plan.of action to

Follow. lfou know for sure that for some students this iS a need, but

you _ a little hazy about others. Your time is.limited and you.would .

like to develop some specific activities for those who do not-have a

plan. A simple questionnaire given to your counseleps can provide the

information you_ require. -Questions to ask, might include:

1. 'Upon graduating, which of the following do you plan to do?

a. Continue your education

b. Go to work

C. Go to school and wov*

d. Other

R. Don't know

How sure are you of your plans?

a. Very sure

1). Somewhat-sure 2 0



c. Not sure

Those students responding to 1(e) and 2 0 would benefit-from assistance,

and they then become the population for whom you can design activities

based upon diagnosed needs. Additional questions can serve to define

further the nature of the problem and shed light upon some solution or

appropriate activities.

Implied in this example is a systematic process to conduo -this- .--
:

assessment.- Linn (1976) offers some help by breOing down the proceSs

into a series of eight:Phases:---

LO Obtain initial commitment

2.0 Clarify directionanddntent of .n eds assessment..

3.0 -Plan the needs assessment:process

4.0 Collect and summariie information

5.0 Analyze information

6.0 Report-findings

7.0 'AUage,evidence

.8.0 Plan: program improvement

We are now going to consider each,phase as it applies to counselors.

The cOmments to follow can be pertinent tu a guidanCe department of a

school and/or to a district as a Whole. As one moVes from the simple

to the coMplex the emphasis must be'placed upon efficient organization

and:coordination of the process. -The final outcome, regardless of the
..... _

level of operition is-the needs statement presented in performance

'terms.



1.0 Obtain initial commitment. We have stated, or at least

implied, that a needs assessment is a component of a larger activity.

The assessment is usually initiated when-one or more members of a

staff have conderns or questions far which objective answers are not

readily available. Existing documents/reports can be an excellent

sotirce for identifying probjems, the first step in this phase. Reports

from testing:, attendance, accreditation, vandalism, community .or staff

surVeys,, or even subjectively perceived attitudes can provtde the

basis for defining the problem areas to be investigated. Once the

concern is defined, the next step is to develop a plan and select a

course-b1 action If.the resultS of planning are to be useful in a.

'guidance/counseling program, all participants in the assessment must

be inVolved in the decision to-move ahead.. The counselor should provid

,
'leadership in outliningwhat isto -be accomplished-ai.well as when

and how irtis to-be done. Furthermore, administrators, teachers,

1

students and parents should be represented during the planning stage .

In thislqay, counselors can obtain both formal and informal commitment.

Exam le. Susan-Jones,is a counSelor in a jUnior high school

of a medium-sized midwestern city. The community surrounding-the

school is what one-might term "typical, middle class." Swan has ,

,

become aware that the educational .expectations of parents for

their children tend to be unrealistic in light of what happens to

the graduates of .the local high school. She Sea6S- -that -parents-

'are exerting, subtle or not so subtle pressures on their children,

her counselees, and that-these pressures seeth to be causing-a

2 2
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high level of anxiety among the students. To date she has little

or no concrete data upon which to base her- suspicionsonly

feelings. In discussing her impressions'with members of thi

faculty and the administration, Susan finds that others share

her feelings. She proposes that the administration condutt a

.formal needs assessment in order to ascertain whether her feelings

are valid. The acceptance of this proposal depends upon many

factors, but the key factor is her excellent_workingxelationship

with her administrator. Susan is an examp e of the -counselor who-

is seeking an initial commitment to proceed. In this case, the ,

administrator convenes a small group to act as the planning

committee for the project. Members 6f thecommittee include an

administrator, a teacher, a.parent, and-a student, with Susan

appointed as chairperson.

2.0 Clarify direction and intent of needs assessment. When a

problem presentS itself, a planning,team-must exercise restraint in

determining the scope of theiproblem. Team members must give serious

thought to- the purpose and- use of the nees assessment results.. The

scope of a needs assessMent which involves changes'in student behavior

as a result of a decision-making class is much different than the

scope of one which assesses the effectiveness _f a buidance program in-
=

fiAie schools.

Once the domain or direction of the assessment'haS been estattlished,

planners must then arrive at consensus concerning the outcomes which

4re expected within this domain.. If the problem is one of increased

3
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truancy, then what reasonable level o'! truancy can be accepted by'all

concerned? It woU,ld beeasy to say that there-shall be no truancy,

and this goal, may be a long range expectancy--an impossible dream,

perhaps, but one.that forces the planners to keep striving. To be

realistic, however, the team must establish reasonable and revchable

expectations that are acceptable to the:total taff as well as to the

community. Not allAoals can be as easily described as this one, or

accepted easily bvthe team or by those each team member represents..

In our heterogeneous society, we are bound to see things differently,

and each ,planner fras a different perspective which must be recognized

by other plaauwr-S. Nevertheless, in order most effectively to marshall

,and focus our .resources, the team must ascertain what it is they -hope

to accomplish. This then.becomes the goal toward which they agree to

strive..

It is additionally helpful to refine the goal(s) to measurable

performance terms. Kaufman's (1972) comments about performance terms

are-apropros to thisis-SiJe:

1. What,is to be achieved?
2. By whom is the outcome to be.displayed?
3. Under what conditions?
4. What criteria will be used to measuro success? (p. 39)

To limit further the scope of the'needs assessment, planners:will\

Want to select which of the diverse elements of the system are to be

asSeSse'd. 'If they have elected to-investigate the overall, effectiVe-_

ness of the guidance program, they will- certainly ascertain the
..... ...

behaviors or performance of students as well -as the present activities

2
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being conducted-. But equally relevant are the monies allocated to

'counseling, the hiring and training of staff, the attitudes of parents,

the present materials and facilities. These considerations, in

addition to the retources available, should serve as the basis for

designating priorities in conducting the needs assessment.

Example: As an experienced and well-trained counselor,

Susan is effective :in smell group-activities. She leads the

planning group into clerification.of the concerns they share and

begins to help them focus on a central issue. The members agree

that the central problem is the differfrO expectations of:parents

with regard to realistic achievement of ,studentt Ohte this

central issue, or problem, has been defined, the team then proCeed

to the second part -of this phase. Now Susan leads the group into

establishing the outcome§ they wish to achieve. The team members

establish a goal statement. .Since success is dependent upon the

involveMent of those who will be affected bythe project, the

team solicit reactions from the various groups they represent.

They Teach consensus before. proceeding. Finally,-the goal state-

ment is converted into a Statement, or statements, of measurable

performance terms-, -n this way, everyone agrees on a comMon set

of terms, and Susan begins the planning process with a better idea

of-what informatfbn must be gathered.

3.0 Plah the needs assessment -rocess, :PreviouS steps of the

process-have_been_more_of_a_clarificationand preplAnning_notom,_

_the specifics of planning begin. Before rushing-out to develop e
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-questionnaire, test or other instrument, planners mustfirst determine

,the exact information they'require. There is nothing more tragic than

to collect too little, too much, or inappropriate data so that analysis

of the information leaves staff no-further- ahead than when they started .

po we want to know numbers or percents-of stddents who can_AO something?

What specific things do we think they shoOld be ab e to_do? Do -we -wish

to know how different-grades-er-sexes perform'-with retpect to a. given
4.

,

outcome? Are we concerned about.minimum performanCe.or would infor-

mation concerning a range of OerfOrmances be most usefulr

,

-,The planning team must answer theSe questions and Many others like.

them:for each of thegeals.they have identified, by constantly keeping

in mind'.what information they reqUire at the end of the process.

Planners can then begin2to 166k at how beSt to collect inforMation.

In many cases, data already exist and.-muSt merely= be retrieved. To-

reinvent the wheel is much too time consuming.,- and duplication of

effort is not only cottly and ineffidient but also tends to alienate

those involved in the process.

In addition to specifying the data required, planners must also

determine ahead of time all of the activities of the needs assessment,

as well,as by whom, how and when they will be accomplished. A formal

time-line or a simple checklist can serve to keep everyone on target.

Finally,-the-needs assessment team or leader must.insure that_

-participants are sufficiently knowledgeable-about the process to

--
jperform their activities effectively. This-can be achieVed through.,

.... _ _ . .

formal or informal training as well as regular exchanges of information.

2 id
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In summary, an indiv dual conducting a needs assessment would be

well advised to determine everything that could go wrong and take

steps to minimize the problems in advance.

Example: Susan, with the help of the team, begins to develop

a precise checklist of questions and items that will assist the

team to collect ap, ,-opriate data from the right group of people

at the right time in the right way. The team members review

their current sources of information to determine what instruments

might be needed to obtain data. Much of the data are already

available and need only be retrieved from some existing report or

office!. Susan is aware of a variety of reports submitted annually

to the governing body of the school district and makes a note to

obtain these for later review. Susan constantly keeps the

outcome(s) in mind and reminds the team when the discussion veers

away from the outcomes. She also spends some,time discussing

criterion-referenced assessment and interviewing techniques since

some team members are not experienced in these areas. Knowing

that a planning design is helpful, she presents a ten ative one to

the committee. Such a design identifies what is to be done, who

will be responsible for the activity, how it will be done, and

what is the eXpected completion date. Once again, the team

communicates with all appropriate personnel regarding the plan to

be followed.

4.0 ,Collect and summarize informatioo. If planners have carefully

attended to all of the preliminary phases, the actual implementation of

2 7
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the activities is, for the most part, the simplest step in the process.

Administering questionnaire,. retrieving information, keeping track of

personnel, and scheduling are merely the managing and monitoring steps

in the process. Two crucial and somewhat complex tasks, however, do

occur during this phase: the selection and/or development of instru-

ments and the summarizlng of information.

Instrumentation, of course, comes first. 'Planners must determine

what 'information is lacking and wkat would be the best vehicle for

obtaining that information. Questionnaires, surveys, interviews,

observation, criterion-referenced tests, frequency counts, Delphi and

many other techniques comprise the shopping list from which to choose

or to develop instruments. Furthermore, construction of instruments

is a precise process in which such criteria as validity, reliability,

objectivity, and efficiency must be considered. While it is not

possible to go into detail here, care should be exercised in the de-

velopment or selection of instruments to insure that adequate and ap-

propriate data can be gleaned from any instruments used.

iSummarizing information can be tricky, too. Raw "scores" or data

generated from the instruments must be summarized'for the groups being /

considered. In many cases data are converted from raw form to another

ferm such as percentages or averages. This information is then further

summarized and transferred to 'its final Testing- place in the needs

statement. The more hands (or heads) that deal with specific data, the

greater the risk Of error.

Exam le: Susan recognizes that pertinent information is misS-

2 8
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ing and can be secured-only from parents and students. She and

the team review-many methods for collecting data and choose to

randomly sample the total student body with a locally constructed

questionnaire. They decide to survey the parents of the students

chosen with a similar questionnaire. Recognizing the care needed

to construct these queStionnaires, Susan prepares the instruments,

reviews them with the team, and selects a small pilot-group of

students and parents to respond to the first draft of the docu-

ments. Any necessary modifications are made, and the revised

survey questionnaires are printed. The sample population is

identified, and the instruments are administered. Susan does-not

have access to a computer, and she reviews her information re-

quirements to see how best to summarize the information in an

organized fashion from the questionnaires. She chooses to treat

the populations according to sex and grade level for the students

and to separate the parent group in the same way. -Tallying the

responses to.each question accordingly, she later converts the

"raw scores" to percentages.

5.0 ArAlge information. Now comes-the time to pull it all

together; results and trends emerge from the vast array of numbers and

words that have- been generated. The data which have been collected are

sorted in terms of the goals originally established. The desired

conditions (what should be) are listed. Using the data, the existing

conditions, (what is) are clarified. Analyzing the, difference between

the two reveals the discrepancies. Further analysis might also provide



possible causes for some of the discrepancies. While not always

mentioned as a part of this process, information about causes can be

extremely helpful when investigating and selecting solutions.

With the results of the needs assessment now in hand, it is possible

that mare data have been elicited-than can be assimilated and put into

action programs at one time. Priorities may have to be established. One

method is to put the emphasis where the discrepancyJs greatest. We rec-

ommend another approach. Planners should examine each identified need

independently of the other and, in the process, ask these queStions:

"What will-it cost (time money_ personnel, etc.) to meet this need?"

and, "What will it cost to ignore this need?" On the basis of the answers

to these questions, each need should be assigned a "1" (immediate action

"2" (action as soon as needs are addressed, or future action), and

93" (action when all other needs have been met). Once needs have been

placed in priority order, the school staff should identify alternative

courses of action to meet these needs. Again the staff must'be willing

to be open and flexible in finding alternative solutiOns to the problem.

The process of selecting from among alternatives is not within the Scope

of.this document. Suffice it to say, such processes exist and counselors

are encouraged to consider them (Kaufman, 1972; Kepner & -Ire* 1965).

EXamle-: On'ce questionnaires and other Sources of information.

are retrieVed, they are suMmarized, first independently, And then

matched-with the desired,,agreed-upon conditions. Since Susan

developed a simple coding system, the sorting problem is relatively

easy--but the summarization takes longer because it has to be

3 0
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checked and rechecked. Finally the data are organized into a form

whereby existing conditions can be identified. Then, all of the

infOrmation is presented to the team and they discuss the

cations. Several discrepancies emerge from the data, and the team

studies each one to establish priorities for-action.. The team

comes up with many solutions for bridging the discrepancy gap.

Susan cautions the team to refrain from selecting "a" solution but

encourages them to list all of the possible alternatives for

further study.

6.0. Re ort findin s to selected audiences Who is to receive

the results of the needs assessment? Depending upon its original scope,

the nature of the recipients may vary. At the very least, persons in

a position to affect the area under consideration as well as persons

who will be affected, should be apprised of the results. Whether a

formal written report or an oral presentation, a full scale description

or a brief summary, a press release or a memo, results of needs assess-

ment are valueless if not disseminated.

Example: The team decides to present all of the data to the

principal with the request that he make a formal presentation to

the governing body of the district. They prepare a report

containing the following:

1. Rationale for the study

2. Statement of the problem

3. Expected outcomes

4. Procedures followed

31
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Results obtained compared with expected outcomes

Suggested possible solutions

The principal presents the report to the school board, calling

upon Susan to respond to questions raised by the board. Later,

staff members and the school advisory group receive a summary of

the results.

7.0 Jud e evidence, The results of the needs Assessment must be

judged in the context of, the overall goals- of the institution as well

at the particular goals of the counseling And .guidance program. .How

lreat are the strengths? .How serious are the weaknesses? What are the

implications and consequences of expanding, eliminating, or changing?

With which rf the first priorities shotild the planners begin? These

are quesio that will confront the individuals wishing to utilize the

needs assessment results, and they must be answered in order to: move to

the next major step--and the original purpose for conducting a needs

assessment: planning for program improvement (8.0).

Example: The school board reviews the contents ofthe report

and authorizes the principal to begin plans to reduce the dis-.

crepancies. In addition, the board asks the principal to select a

solution and to submit a request for funding, along with a plan 'of

action for-implementing the solution. Susan is requested to a sist

in the selection and implementation process and to provide a prog-

resS report-to the board at a later date.

A need,S assessment is not a one-time activity.. Its effectiveness

depends upon a continuing pr'ocess which proceeds from a needs assessment.

3 2
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co- ective action or expansion programs to evaluation of results.

a

which in turn becomes a needs assessment for the next cycle. Once

started it becomes a closed-loop system with appropriate feedback.

The steps described above can be followed by any individual or

group. However, it should be stressed that a counselor is in an

excellent position to provide the impetus and leadership for the

endeavor. With the student as the client within the school, and the

counselor dedicated to asSisting the student to reach a level of re-

sponsible citiienship, it seems appropriate for the counselor, or the

counseling staff, to initiate a student educational needs assessment.

We have alluded- to some of the possible,problems inherent in

conducting a needs assessment. Let us reconsider some of these briefly.

yersonnel. It is essential that as many people as possible be

involved in the process. To do this, the leader of the activity must

have the support of the administration. With this support, the activity

assumes a status of importance within the educational system and the

results are more likely to result in positive action. Even with ad-

ministrative support, however, members of the staff may present a

constraint. Any potential change presents a threat to some people. To
--/

others, needs assessment iMplies that someone is doing something_wrong.

All this suggests-that the cbunselor should work with as many people as

are interestid-while keeping all people in thesystem informed as to

the progress being made. In addition, people do not really understand

what'a needs assessment is until they have been thoroughly involved in

all of its phases and have witnessed the advantages of finally having'

3
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objective, substantive information. 'The counselor will generally find

that confusion reigns, and that most things will have to be explained

and "sold" a number of times.

Time. Conducting a needs assessment does take time. One cannot

expect to accomplish this activity overnight. Planning, organizing,

collecting, sumsarizino and analyzing an enormous amount.of data

consume-many hours for many individuals. Where more efficient methods

such as outside scoring or data processing can be used, the counselor

,would be Wise to take adVantage of them. The time involved is really

nominal, however, when one considers that the appropriate data are now

available to plan for the needs of the youth the school serVes.

Cost. While dne cannot overlook cost as Oimiting factor, it

should be discarded as an excuse,not to conduct a needs assessment. In

the beginning stages, the planners must set the financial parameters and

establish procedures in accordance with financial resources available.

It is important to note that the pocess of assessing needs begfns with

the a titude of the people. If they are committed to the process, the

process will be accomplished.

This is not a detailed blueprint for a counselor to follow; rather

t only offers some general :guidelines. The next section describes the

process as it has been conducted in several sdhool districts throughout

the country. These are offered not as-models to follow, but as illus-

trations. The'bibliography provides additional sourtes-of needs assess-

,

-ment.information.: Finally, the appendix includes two examples of

instruments beingused to conduct various types of needs assessments.
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-Who, is doin

An interesting project conducted in the Salem (Oregon) Public

Schools provides some insight into an age-old problem facing counselors.

The district (Wilbur Jackson, personal communication, March 18, 1976)

identified the problem as "secondary school counselors and guidance

- personnel spending much of their time on tasks considered to be non-'

counseling in nature.' _Through brainstorming the staff identified

activities of counselors and groUped them into 15 functions. Counselors

and administrators, who believed they could accurately assess the manner

in which counselors invested their time, reviewed each major function,

adding specific activities deemed to be important and/or time consuming

which were not listed under any other function.

Each individual then ranked the 15 functions with a ranking of "1"

for the function that consumed most of the counsepr's time and a ranking

of "15" for the function that consumed the least amount of time. Follow-

ing the ranking, each person determined the percent of time consumed by

each function. They followed same procedure for each of the tasks listed

' within each function, assigning a rank and a percent of time for each

task. Using a base of 1560 hours forithe school year, it was possible

next to convert percent of tithe to hoOrs devoted to each function and

each task within that function. FroMithis analysis it became clear

'which were the important tasks and functions of counselors as they per-

ceived and performed them and as adMinistrators,perceived them. The

-diStritt had Collected' data t o A0ermihe the "What-is" With regard to
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how counselors invested their time.

In order to determine "what shOuld be," the district administration

contacted "informed and credible counselors, supervisors of guidance

programs, and counselor educators nationwide" and asked them "to respond

with their understanding of the tasks that have the most probability of

achieving generally accepted guidance and coupseling goals and ob-

jectives"-(Jackson, 1976) From the responses, the administration de-

a

Veloped a-list of 111 :tasks which would provide a source of valida ion

for the tasks ncludedin the Survey administered to the counselors and

adminstrators. A five-point prioritization rating scale was developed.

The analysis of the discrepancies between the counselors; per-

ception of:'what s" and the eXperts' rating of "what should be" has not

been completed at the time of this writing. However, the analysis

should provide important data for the staff to consider as they begin to

redesign their program to overcome the discrepancies.

The previous paragraphs describe how one school system developed a

needs assessment process to address the counselor's role within that

school system. Another approach was initiated in the Sweetwater Union

High School District of Chula Vista, California (see Appendix A), -This

school syStem conduCted a needs assessment of district counseling

services.to provide basic information for the Board of Trustees in con-

sidering retommendations for the improvement of counseling services.

The Board released the chairperson of the district's guidance and

counseling committee from regular tasks in order to conduct the study.

In addition to the information generated IVithin the' distriOt

tJ
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gathered from eleven school districts, two state departments of edu-

cation, and several other education-oriented groups who had conducted ,

successful needs assessment studies. The data gathered formed the basis

for devising an instrument which was subsequently reviewed by many

people and approved for use. The San Diego County Education Data proc-

essing Center agreed to handle the data manipulation. Every tenth

student in each grade of all schools in the district responded to the

survey, which was written in English and Spanish. All responses in the

study were anonymous. Parents of those students selected for the survey

were also requested to respond to the instrument, as well as ail faculty,

administrators, and counselors in,each school. Various demographic data

were retrieved to assist in the analysis of the student responses.

Because the data were processed electronically, it was possible

through a variety of computer manipulations to assemble the data from

different perspectives. The personnel. of the district were cognizant

of the plethora of information generated from the assessment and iden-

tified priorities for analysis. Some discrepancies became readily

apparent and ,called for immediate consideration and.action. Time, it

seems, was a primary concern; students manted more time-to meet with

their counselors. Higher positive responses regarding counseling serv-

ices came from-students in the continuation school than from :those in

regular junior and seniOr high'schools. District staff, analyzing the

results, recognized the need to ascertair those factors operating in the

continuation school that might be translated and adapted to the other

=schools._ Additionally,_studenrs expressed a..strong need for a job

7
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placement center.

Although an entire monograph could be written analyzing the data

from this comprehensive needs assessment, it is only possible here to

highlight and emphasize several factors about the study. First, the

assessment had the support and the commitment of the staff and the

governing board. Second, time was made available to conduct the study

and costs were absorbed by the district. Third, attention to the nature

of the distric community restilted in the survey instruments being

written in the two predominant languages of the community. Fourth,

anonymitl wv, provided to insure frankness of response. Finally, data

A electronically in an efficient manner to provide usable

information. It is hoPed that such a comprehensive assess-

wil be updated periodically to ascertain the changes that occur

over time.

The counceling staff of Simi Valley (California) High School de-

veloped a surv (see Appendix B) to assess student and staff attitudes

on a variety-of subjects within their school's environment.,The purpose

ofjthe assessment was to improve the guidance and counseling program as

they began to imi;lement their modification of the Student Guidance Sys-

tem (Hays, 1976a, 1976b). The survey was administered to all of the

tenth-grade and half of- the eleventh- and twelfth-grade students. All

sta: members participated. Items were so constructed that students

could respond introspectively and--the staff coufd react with their per-

s to the same questions. Thus, by analyzing the data, the staff

determine how studeni rived themselves in a partieular situ-
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ation and how others (the staff) perceived the students in the same

situation. Items dealt with student self-concept; course offerings; '

future educational and career plans; attitudes toward school, friends,

and staff; racial relationships; drug abuse; and counseling services.

In both the Sweetwater and Simi Valley needs assessments, no

attempt was made to identify "what should be," although the Student

Guidance System adopted by Simi Valley lists broad student outcomes as

a result of the activities of the System. The results, therefore,

reflected only the current conditions. While it is true that both

studies sought to improve guidance services, it can be only assumed

that there existed in the minds of each staff member what the desired

conditions should be.

We said earlier that a needs assessment is part of a- larger activity

broadly described as systematic planning. It is difficult, once one has

embarked upon a planning cycle, to differentiate betWeen evaluation and

needs assessment. Various instruments used for evaluation can serve

equally as a method of determining needs. In 1971, the Pupil-Services

Section of the Wisconsin State Department of Public Instruction con-

ducted,a workshop for local school districts to help counselors design--

Assessment instruments to examine selected or multiple aspects of their

services (William Erpenbach, personal communication, July 1976):. 'As

a result of-this workshop, counseling personnel of East High School,

Madison, Wisconsin, surveyed students, parents, teachers, and admints--

trators with two types of questionnaires in an effort to ascertain how

these, Significant others felt about what counselors should do and
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actually d

Fagin and Krueger (1973-74 ) reported on a. G idance Evaluation

Model (GEM) developed and field-tested by 23 Wisconsin schools.

Beginning with Wellman's Ta'xonomy of Guidance Objectives (1967), GEM

participants identified 43 objectives written in terms of pupil behavior

with performance criteria. Of the 43 23 were in the educational
0

doMain, 10 in the vocational domain, and 10 in the personal-social

domain. Some of these objectives were measuril by an instrument con-

structed by the GEM staff.' The GEM Self-Assessment Inver [AI):

is_a self-repori measure consisting of 100 items covering

'educational plans in high school and after, feelings' about' '

present,educational programs in relation to careers, problems

and need to help in self-knowledge, self-appraisal of abili-

ties, aptitudes, interests, and personal valueS affecting

career choice, and tentative Iong-range career choices-based

on level of aspiration (5 levels) and occupational fields

(8 fields). The SAI was administered on a' sampling basis to

4340 9th.grade pupils and to 2650-12th grade pupils in the

participating schools. (p. 47)

The survey provided data for the different schools to determine how

well their students were achieving the 30 guidance goals accepted as

important enough to measure.

Another Instrument worthy of note, also emanating from the

Wisconsin workshop, was designed by a psychologist, H. B. Rose, for the

Waukesha, Wisconsin public schools. The questions sought to find out

how young people perceived the services offered by the counseling staff,

and we can only assume that the nature of the questions served to

define the "what should be." An analysis of the results-elicited by

this doCument hopefully will show areas of discrepancy--areas in which

4 0
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counselors can'initiate improvement activities.

A time study of counselor activities was conducted in 1967-68 by

pertonnel of-the Guidance-and Counselihg Services, Wisconsin. Department

Public Instruation. The instrument used in the study is unique in

that the construction of the items,and the use of two columns, "Now

spend" and "Should spend," indicate that:the needs assessment process

is not a new idea to guidahte 4nd counseling!

A more'receni needs assessment conducted state-wide-was initiated

by the Bureau of. Pupil Personnel Services, California StateDepartment

of Education As part of a larger project for the imprOVement of pupil

personnel. services in California schools, two structured instruments

were develOped, one for use with student's and one with non-student

adults. Ihe,survey was divided into three major sections: I) edu-

cational-vocational items, 2) -perSonalsocial items,.and 3) career

choices. Survey results showe&that the guidance needs of-students

generally fell into three areas: (a) a need for help in relating to-

others, (b) a need for help in understanding self, and (c) a need for

help in planhing for the future. From this-information and additional .

data collected from professionals in a series of meetings held through-

out-the state, planners generated a document prePosing a means, to find 4,

sblutiont-Ao problems facing schoolsand students-of California

(GUidance-and.Counseling Task Force, 1975). These data are being used--

further as support for the development of a state-wide program called,..

RISE (Reform- of Intermedia,e and Secondary Education) RISE, 1975);

4 1
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Then wha

Suppose that you have followed this discussion tarefOly. You

agreed to t6e.concept that you should do a needs assessment. You'

studied the process, Selected an instrument or constructed your own)

and you nowthaVe the results. Now what? In too many instances, un-

fortunately,-gathering and analyzing information and making intereSti

comments about.it is:about as far as anyone goes. No follow-through

takes place. You must also begin the process for taking definitive

actionon what you have learned from the discrepancy analysis.

Following the survey of bow.counselors spend their time on cerU

functions and on the tasks within each function;.fOr example, the

counselors of Salem Public Schools now know what currently exists. I

can see what functions and.what tasks are receiving the most attend(

/-

Some questions now arise. Does this allocation of time offer the be!

advantage for accomplishing the generally accepted goals and objectil

of coUnseling?' What are the iMportant tasks to be accomplished? .To

answer this question, the administration has.asked experts. to-identil

-prime counseling goals. By comparing present actiVities with goals,

discrepancies can be noted. Then what? Priorities, based on the va

held by the counselors and information from the discrepancy analySts

must be established. We said earlier that before change can take plj

it is-important to gain the support of the administration. Each- tasl

must.be considered both independently and in Loncert with all of the

tasks. If the task is not contributing to the-goals and objectives 1
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tounseling and a Considerable amount of time is spent on the-task, what

alternative solutions are-there? 'Notice that we said sdlutions. We-ate

not yet ready for "a" solution.- Should the task be eliminated?. Can,it be

reduced in time? Is-it possible that some other person or group can_do

t. Can the counseling staff be differentiated and Clerical or para-

professional personnel do it more effectively and. efficiently? And we

must- notoverlook the possibility of having students assume some of the

responsibilitiesfor the accomplishment of the tasks! Too often, we

underestimate the potential of students doing for themseiVes What we_

believe to be,tasks that can be accomplished only by the :professional.

- We noted that goals,of.counselihg Were onlY assumed in the . needs

assessment of Sweetwater .and Simi Valley. Most guidance personnel would

agree that students often desire more time with their.counselors. There-

never seemS to be enougn,time for counselors to meet extensively with

each of:their counselees. Therefore, in order to reduce this need of

students, counselors must ,seek different alternatives for-working with

yOUth. Much of,what students want from their counselors is information.

Counselors of-Simd Valley addressed this need by developing a broad-

based.information diSsemination program using the.classroom teacher\

In the-model developed by Hays (19760,the term "guidande

services" has been replaced by the concept,of "guidance programs."

program is 0-systematically, sequentially developed activity encompass-

ing people, places, and things, broUght together for the specific -,

purpose of actomplishing predetermined goals. Making all students aware

of the requirements for high school graduation need not be done: on a

4 3
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one.-to-one basis. The inforMation can be.organized and tbordinated''

witn'the assistance,Pf the total. staff. :Guidante is a function and a

responsibility of all members of the staff--not the exclusive domain_

of counselors.

As a sidelight, a promising practice that is emerging,is the

concept of the counselor-as. a ConsOltant to the teaching staff. A ,

model for this activity can be found in Bishop Carroll. High School,

Calgary, Canada (Robert Lowery, personal commOnication,'June, 1976),

Where each teacher is responsible for approximately 32 students and

their educational needs.: One coUnselor works with and acts as a

consultant to 12 teacherS. Another example Can be found with the STAC

(Students, Teachers, Administrators and Counselors), Team concept of'

Lowell Hfgh School in the Fullerton Union Hi h School District '

Fullerton, California. The STK Team was organized primarily for the ---

efficient dissemination .ofThuidance informatiorr;

Once data from a needs assessment'art obtained,- priorities must be

established -and action programs. initiated. We stress the'point that one

should not arrive at an automatic,' sometimes predetermined solution to

a problem; Traditionally, counselors have responded to criticistris of

their effeCtiveness by calling for a reduced counselor-student ratio to

the perceived ideal of 1:250. This-is a myth and ought to be retognized

as-such (Hays, 1972). 'CounSelors must be-come more creative.in devel-

oping alternatives. But this creativity muSt occur within the parame-

ters of the total educational process and be built upon a welldesigned:

continuing needs assessment process
4_4
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It is here to stay.

It makes good commonsense-for counselors to adopt the needs

assessment process iT1 order first to establish a data base. Then, on

the-basis_of objeCtiveinformation, counselors can proceed with

confidence to develop effective programs to assist,youth. 'WeAescribed

needs assessment as the process of ascertaining'and documen4ng'the

discrepancy between "what is" and "what shCuld be. It is a-process

that should be a routine part of the total educational system. It,

affects all people, within 'the. system, We said that student needs [mist
,

be met by personnel whose needs are being met within an institution.

-organized to provide an effective array,of,pregrams

these diverse needs'.-.

We offered a step-bystep p ocess on how to'conduct a needs

._assessment,emphasizing that it As a process within a larger.educational

management closed-Mop system. qt assures ceritinuing feedback for

monitoring,the system and modifying:. the system as the need dictates.

meet all of

Schoolsand school districts were citecimhich have conducted.needs-

assessment--not as models to be followed in detail, but as examples for

all of us as we initiate methods that will lead to desired ends. We

have, urged these who embark on this endeavor to be prepared to follow

through\with action programs. We have sulgested that-an- educational

communitV'examine its valUes and from these derive- the goals for the

institution. ''$.chool personnel then must-devel-0 objectives to, insure

the ,accomplishment of the goals. These objectives come from data
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obtained from the needs assessment -process which has ascertained and

documented the distreOancy between what is and what-should be. SPecific,

prOgrams encompassing people, places, and things must be designed to

accomplish the objectives. .Finally, some form of evaluation must

take -plate in order for us to know whether or not we'have achieved what

we set out to do. But that is not the'final step. Crucial-6 the

closedloop system is the feedback esSential for us to reexamine our.

values, our goals, oUr -very reason for being.

It must seem obvious now that we believe that-the needs assessment
/

process is essential for- the improvement of guidance programs throughout

the country. We began this .Monograph commenting on the concerns of

Americans for greater accountability in all-phases of American life and

.espetially in the field of education. We do not foresee any diminution'

of tiS charge. We, as educators, can and "will accept this responsibil-

ity. It can be done through greater .streSs mthe process described in

thiS monograph. It-is through a- heeds assessment process that the needs

of youth, individually and collectively, can be identified ' Once we

know what they are, we'can move more effectIvely and efficiently, and

in a humanistic way, to becoming truly responsive tO youth.,both now and

in the future.
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SOME EDUCATIONAL AGENCIES'
WHO HAVE BEEN INVOLVED

IN THE NEEDS ASSESSMENT PROCESS

Alameda County School Department, Hayward, Caltornia.

Appleton Public Schools, Appleton, Wisconsin,
Arizona State Department of Education, Phoenix,, Arizona.

Arkansas:State Department of-E4ucation, Little Rock, Arkansas.
Beaverton Public-Schools, Beaierton, Oregon...
Beloit Public Schools, Beloitisconton.
Beverly Hills Unified School District, Beverly Hills, Cal fornia.
Chaffey Union High School-District, Ontario, California,
Eau Claire Area Schools, Eau Claire, Wisconsin.
Fairfield-SuiSun Unified School District; Fairfie10, California.
Fond du Lac Public Schools, Fond du Lac, WiSconsin.

Fresno' City Unified School District, Fresno, California.-
Fullerton Union High School District,- Fullerton,- California.
Hayward United School- District, . Hayward, California..

Janesville Public Schools, JanesVilleiMisconsin.'
Kansas:State Department of Education, Topeka, kansas.

Kenosha Public Schools, Manitowoc,14isconsin._
Kentucky State,Department of Education, Frankfort; Kentucky.

Manitowoc_Public SchoolsOlanitowot, Wisconsin. .

Maryland State Departthent of Education, Baltimore, Maryland.
Mesa Public Schools, Mesa, Arizona,
Milwaukee Public Schools,Mlwaukee, Wisconsin.
,Minnesota State Clepartment-of Edpcation,-St. Paul, Minnesota.

.Muskego Public Schools, Muskego, Wisconsin.
Nevada State Department of Education, Carson City, Nevada. ,

New Jersey State Department of Education, Trenton, New Jersey.

New YorIc State Education. Department, Albany, New York.

Newport-Mesa Unified School 'District, Newport Beach, California.:

North Dakota State Department of Education,.BiSmarck, North Dakota,.

Oceanside Unified School District, Oceanside, California:. .

Ohio State Department of Education, Columbus, Ohio.

Ontario-Montclair School. District,'Ontario, California.
Orange, Unified School .District,:Orange, California.
Oregon State Department of Education, Salem, Oregon.
Platteville Public SChools, Platteville, Wisconsin.
Racine Public Schools; Racine, Wisconsin.

'San Diego city Schools, San Diego, California.
Santa Clara Unified School District, Santa Clara, California.

Sheboygan Public Schools, Sheboygan, Wisconsin-.
South Carolina State Department of Education, Calumbia, South Carolina.

South Dakota State Department of EducatioNlierre, South Dakota.'

Stockton Unified School District, Stockton, California.
Texas Education Agenty, Austin, Texas.
Washington State Department of Education, Olympia, Washin ton.
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Sweetwatir Union High School D strict

Chula Vista, California
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Dr. Ward T.,Donley
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Sweetwater Union. High School_



STUDENTS

The'pOrpose of this sUrvey js to obtain your honest and frank opinion

of counseling and guidance Services in order.that Counselors may better

be able-to provide improved services to you.

DIRECTIONS: Fill in the answer sheet to indicate how you feel about a

statement.

-1 or A. strongly-agree - excelfent - very important-- always-or yes

(very Positive)
2 orB agree - good - important - usually (positive)

or C. no opinion - does not apply uncertain

4-6T-75 . disagree.- fair 'slightly important - seldom (negative

or,g. strongly disagree - poor - not. important - never or no .

very negative)

1. I can trust'my'counselor.

2. If I had a personal emergency or concern I would feel free to

discuss it with my counselor.

I feel my counselor is interested in Me.

My counselor would not bust or hassle me if-1 made a mistake.

My counselor should transfer me if I don't like a teacher or class.

6. My:counselor does not make me feel he is too-,busy .to help me.

7. My counselor listens to what I have to say.

8. I can talk ,to my counselor without being heard or interrupted by

other students or schOol personnel.

Educational and career information is available for me to read

where I Wait to see my cobnselor.

10. I have never been hassled by any school personnel while waiting to

see my counselor.

I would like to have a Counseling center separate and away from the

administrative offices.

12. My counselor is friendly and easy to talk with.
,
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13. I benefit by taling topy counselor.

14. It is reasonabIy,easy. for me to get in to see my counselor when
I want to.

15. I think my counselor knows who I am.

16. I think my counselor has-too many students.

17. I have had adequate,assistance from my counselor in planning my
pogram.

18. I feel ayrogram designed to show studens how to help other
students would be valuable.

.19. My counselor discusses such to0cs as self-worth, values and
responsibility with me.,

20. My counselor gives Me Anforma Aon about course and graduatiOn
requirements.

21_ My counselor helps me plan an alternative, technical, vocational
or college education beyond school.

22. My counselor-makes me aware of financial aids available,for
education'beyond high schooL

23.- There should be a-full-time career counselor at my school,

24. I have a place to obtain career,jnformation- at my school.

M- My counselor or -a career counselor helps me learn how to use
information in planning a Oareer.

26. My counsvior helps me be'aware of my abilities, interests,
strengths and weaknesses.

27. If-my school had a placement center for helping students find a
Job I would use it.

28. If my school provided a counselor on duty during evening'hours- to
help students or parents I would use the service.

29. My counselor helps me plan'ways,.to study better.

30 . Rate the overall counseling serviceS, provided to-you.



31. I

32. I s'hould spend th{s time discussing my educational. plans.

33. I have spent this time'discussing mycareer plans

have spent this time disaussing my eduCatio'n 1 plans-.

34. I should spend this timediscussing my 'dareer plans.

1

35 I have spent this tithe diScussing social and personal topics.

36. I should spend this time disCussing social and personal topics.

----

37. pleise add a.ny comments that you feel would help improve the
counseling serviCes for You or at your school. (Space is availa-

ble on back of answer_sheet.

Thank you foryour-help.



PARENTS

JThe purpose of this survey is to obtain your honest and frank opinion
of counseling and guidance services in order that counselors may
better be able to provide improved services for your child.

DIRECTIONS: Fill in the answer sheet to indicate how you feel about
a statement.

1 A. strongly agree - excellent - very important - always or yes
(very positive)

2_or'B. agree - good - important - usually (positive)
Cir C. no opinion- does not apply - uncertain
or 6. disagree - fair - slightly important - seldom negative

strongly disagree - poor 7 not important - never,or no
(very negative)

I am familiar with the counseling services available for my child
at school.

2. I know who my child's counselOr

3. I have conferred with .my child's'counselor.

4. I am aware of the educational opportunities available'to my child.

5. I have distUssed my child's educational-program with a counselor.

If my child's counSelor were available:for evening conferences-,
I-would make use of this service.

I feel free to get in touch with the counselor if my child were to
experience educational, personal', or social difficulties at school.

8. My child's counselor has been available when I have tried to make
contact or has returned.My calls.

9. I feel the counseling Services available to my child are adequate.

10. The counselor isTeadily available to my child.

11. I feel my child's coUnselor shculd make home visits.

12, I amfamiliar with my child's course and graduation requirements.

13. I feel that 420 students are too many to assign to each counselor.
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14. Please add any comments that you feel would help improve the
counseling services for your child or at your child's school.

(Space is available on back of answer sheet.)

5 3
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STAFF

DIRECTIONS: Fill in the answer sheet to indicate how you feel about
a statement.

1 or A. strongly agree_- excellent - very important - always or yes
(very positive)

2 or B. agree - good - important - usually (positive)
3 or_C. no opinion - does not apply - uncertain
'4-or D. disagree - fair slightly important - seldom (nega ive

-_trongly disagree - por - not important - never or no
(very negative)

5 or E.

1. Our counseling-staff maintains and interprets records for me.

2. Our counseling staff participates in conferences with students,
teachers and parents.

3. Our counseling staff participates in the development of the master
schedule.

Our counseling staff participa-es in-curriculum development at
our schooL

I feel there is adequate communication between the sta:' and
counselors.

Our counseling s aff pm:A/ides adequate folloW-up to counseling
conferences.

7. The counseling staff and I generally agree on the type of services
they should be rendering.

8. The physical facilities-provided for teachers in the counseling
offices are adequate at our school.

9. Our counseling staff is readily available for teacher conferences.

10. I teel I understand the goals and objectiVes of counseling.

would be interested in participating in an advisory committee
to the school guidance program.

12. I feel the students I refer benefit by speaking to the counseling
staff.
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13. I,feel counselors should have,extended working hours and days.

14. I feel that 420 students are o many to assign to each counselor.
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COUNSELORS

During meetings with school
counseling staffs and the division

chair-

person, the
following items were suggested as those needed to improve

our counseling
services. Please rate them as

TR-Cali-dr-1 or A.
strongly agree - excellent - very important

- always or yes
(very positive)2 or B.
agree - good

- important - usually
(positive)

raFT-. no opinion - does not apply - uncertaindisagree - fair:
slightly important - seldom

(negative

375FE. strongly disagree - poor - not important
- never or no

(very negative)

1. Solving problems with San Diego County
Education Computer

Service

2. Evening counseling (full staff or duty
counselor concept)3.

Co-ordination with adult school
4.

Standardization of how and when
graduation

requirements are

met

5. Reduced counseling load (300-1
maximum per full ime counselor)

6. Extended
contract (hours and days)

7.
Clarification and discussion pertaining to the punitive role

of counselors

District coordinator of
counseling services

Reduced district
psychologists case load

(maximum 2 schools)

9,

10.
Counseling center concept removed from

administrative area-11.
Developmental counseling program

12. Counselor input in
curriculum planning

13. Re-order priorities regarding use of counselor time ime
analysis chart)

14.
Full-time

career counselor at each school



15. Clerical
help for counse ors to be utilized

for purposes

intended

16. Sweetwater
District Counseling

and Guida6ce Association

17. On-site counseling
services coordinator

(with reduced case

load)

18. District hotline and crisis center

19. Paraprofessional
help in counseling

services

20. Peer counseling_
programs

21. Clarification.of
policy of ass gnment of counselors

to lunch

supervision

rt.t
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Please rank order those items you rate "A" very positive Please
limit your ranking to 10 items or less.

a

C.

d.

e.

f.

Please add any comments that you feel would'help improve the counseling
.

serviceS. Please include your present case load with..the number of
periods you counsel and indicate if counselors were added to your staff
to reflect the reduction in student/counselor ratio fromc75-1 to 70-1
per,hour.

THANK YOU FOR YOUR HELP.
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COUNSELOR'S TIME ANALYSIS

This chart is,for the purpose of estimating and comparing the percent

of time spent with the percent of time that should be spent by a

counselor in giving direct services to students, teachers., administra-

tors, and parents in trying to help them accomplish various guidance

objectives. Judgmehts need to be made in estimating time.

1. Assisting students.plan an educational program

2. Assisting students in career planning.

3. Pre-register, program, balance classes and deal

with teacher and student transfer reqUest.'s

4. Assisting Students plan eduCation or training

beyond school.

Assisting students,gain financial aid for

'education or training beyond school

_
5. -Assisting students develop learning skills

/7. Assisting students be aware of and develop

values

8. Assisting students develop self-unders andin

identities and feelings of self-worth

9. Assisting students develop satisfying

interpersonal relationships

10. Assisting former students

11k Assisting teacherS to understand.their students

and the guidance process, participating in

teacher-student conferences, :and meetings

with teachers or teacher groups

6 2
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12. Assisting administrators to understand the'
studentTopulation, participatingin parent/

.

student/administrator conferences and meetings
with administrators or administrator grOups

13. Assisting parents to understand the guidance
services available and keep parents informed
of the educational progress of their child

14. Clerical, supervision, taking classes, club
sponsorship-, and other duties

TOTAL:PER YEAR
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To the Students of Simi Vailey High School

The Counseling Center is conducting a short survey to get information
on student attitudes on a variety of subjects. We intend to use this
information to help us improve the counseling program. We would appre-
ciate your cooperation and your honest answers to this survey.

In answering the survey, there are a'few thlngs to keep in mind:

1. Mark answer choices ONLY ON TK_ ANSWER CARD.

?. DO NOT make anY marks on the survey form.

Use only a #2 pencil 'and make marks only within the bubble.
Fill in the entire bubble.

Make sure that you are matching the question number on the
survey with.the correct ansWer number on the answer card.

5. If you do not want,to answer a question, skip it and go
on to the next question.

6. Select-only one answer per question.

7. Make no extra marks on the answer card.
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Counsel ins and Guidance Student _Syrvey

Please mark the answer block according to your year in school:

A = Grade 10
B . Grade 11
C Grade 12

2. P ease mark the answer block according to your sex:

F = Female
= Male

Select one of the following which most nearly says how you feel

about your future plans:

A. I have definite plans after I graduate from

high school.

.13. I am not sure what I am going to do after I

leave school.

C. I am really confused About my future.

O. I have no plans.

E. None of the above.

If you have plans for tAe future please mark the block which most

nearly represents your choice.

I plan to:
F. Enter-the.service.
G. Go to a college.
H. Take a vocational program.
J. Go to work.
K. Get married.

How do you see yourself as a student? As a student I am:

A. Excellent.
B. Good.
C. Average.
D. Fair.

E. Poor.

When I have a personal problem, I trust one of the following more

than I do the rest:

F. An adult outside of school or my home.

G. A teenage friend.
H. A teacher.
J. One of my parents.
K. None of these.

6 6
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7. How do you usually feel about yourself as arpe son?

A. I feel very good.
B. I feel mostly O.K.
C. I just feel "so-so.
D. I feel poorly.
E. I have no feelings about this.

8. How do I feel about my personal appearance?

F. I really like the way I look.
G. I usually like the way I look,
H. I look O.K.
J. don't Iike the way I look.
K. None of these.

9 I feel worthwhile as a person.

A. Always.
B. Usually.
C. Sometimes.
D. Hardly ever.
E. Never.

10. I expect from myself:

F. Too much.
G. Quite a bit.
H. Reasonable amount.
J. Very little.
K. Nothing.

11. I feel other people expect from me:

A. Too much.
B. Quite a bit.
C. A reasonable amount.
D. Very little.
E. Nothing.

12. I feel I know myself:

F. Very well.
G. Reasonably well.
H. O.K.

J. I need to know more about myself.
K. Not at all.

6 7



13. When I'm angry I usually:

A. Lose Self-control.
B. Say what I think.
C. Take it out on people not involved.

D. BecOme quiet.
E. Keep it to Myself.

14. The way I usually feel about other people is:

F. I like to be with a group of people.

G. I like to be with just a few friends.

H. I like to be with just one other person.

J. I like to be by myself.

K. None of these.

15. Mark one of the,following. I feel 1,, need:

A. Many courses on knowing myself and others.

B. Some courses on knowing myself and others.

C. A few courses on knowing,myself and others.

D. No courses on knowing myself and others.

E. None of these.

16. Mark one of following which best shows how you feel about your

classes

F. Some of my classes are too easy.

G. Some of my classes are too hard.

H. All of my classes are too hard.

J. All of my classes are too easy.

K. None of these.

17. Mark one of following. When I have a problem with a class:

A. I talk to the teacher about it.

B. I talk to another teacher or coach abou

C. I talk to a counselor about

D. I talk to friendS about it.

E. I stay out of clast.

1$. For what I plan to do after I get out of school, I take:

F. All the courses'I need which are offered.

G. Many of the courses I need which are offered.

H. Some of the courses I need which are offered.

J. Very few of the courses I need which are offered.

K. None of the: courses I need which are offered.
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19. I feel I need more courses:

A. That get merready for college.
B. That 'get me ready for'work.
C. Combination Of the above.
D. None of the above.

20. Assume you had a big, major problem who would you see:

F. -A teacher.
G. A counselor.
H. A fellow student(s).
J. A nurse-or some other non-teaching s aff member.
K. A dean

21. If youare bored wi h school -a k the' one which best applies to
you:

A. I have the same:routine in class every day.
B I ,can't keep Op-with;the work.
C I have too many home problems.
D I have too much repetition-of Junior High classes.
E. I have too many personat,problems.

22. _f you are bored with school mark thione which best applies
to you'.

F. I don't like te, teachers. ;
G. I-have too many classes that are unimportant to me.
H. School doesn't offer me anything.
J. I can't get involved in classroom activities.
K. A get too much bUsy work.

.23. Mark one of the following items:

A. I would lie to know-my teachers better.
I don't want-to know my teachers at all.

C. I .know most of my teachers well enough.

Eor me- my high school is:

F. Friendly.
G. Has many groups I can belon; to.
H. Unfriendly.
J. Angry and,hostil&,.
K. None of these.

6 9
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25. For me 'Simi High classes are:

' A. Very easy to pass.

B. Easy to pass.

C. Take a little work to pass.

D. Take a lot of work to pass.

E. Are impossible to pass.

26. In m family, when there are problems I talk to:

F. Mom.

G. Pop.

\ H. Brother or. sister.

\J. A relative.

\K. No one in my family.

27. It seems me at Simi High, there are:

AAMore boys than :girls here.

B. More girls than boys:here.

28 My parents are:-,.

F. Stitl,married to each other and living together.

G. Divorced.
H. Divorded:and re-marrieiL

J. Divorced morethan onEe.

K. Separated.

29. ,On this- campus, between ethnic groups like,Blacks, Whites 4nd

ChiCanos:

A. There is genral acceptance.

B, There are Some\problems.

C. There are.a lot\of problems.

D. There is near wdr.

E. I don't know abodt

30. For dating in _Simi Valley, I feel:

F. There
G. There
H. There
J. There
K. I don

are a lot of -014,ces t go.

are'some places to go.
are not many places to go.

are no places to gO,
t have dates.

7 0
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31. The City of Simi Valley:

A. Provides some things teenagers can do for. fun.
B. Provides a lot of things teenagers can do.
C. Provides nothing for teenagers to do for enjoyment.

32. For students at this schoOl, drugs and alcohol are:

F. ,No problem.
G. Some problem.
H. A big problem.
J. A really big problem.

People who use drugs and alcohol'should be:

A. Left alone.
B. Helped to stop.
C. Gotten.rid of.
D. Pushed away until they, change.
E. Accepted.

34 If you have used the counseling services -his year, how do you
feel about the help you received:

F. I got all the help I needed.
G. I-got some help.
H. I got very.little help.
J. I got no help.
K. It made my probleM worse.

If you.used the counseling .services this year, were you usually
. made to:

Wiit a long time to be seen.
B. Wait only a'reasonable length of time to be seen.
C. Wait only a short time to'be seen.
.D. Did not have to wait at all to be seen.
E. Did not get to see a cpunselor.

7 1
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To the Staff of SiMi Valley 'High School

The Counseling Center is conducting a short survey to get,informatiol

oh student and staff attitudes on a variety of subjeCts. We ihtend

to uSe this 'information to help us improve the counseling program.

We would appreciate your cooperation and your honest answer to this

survey.

In answering the survey, there are a few things to keep in mind:

1. Mark answer choices ONLY ON-THE ANSWER_ CARD.

2. DO NOT,make any marks on the survey form.

3. Use only a #2 pencil and make marks only within the bubble.

Fill in the entire bubble.

Make sure that_you are matching the question number on the

survey with the correct answer number:on the .answer card.

If you do not want to answer a question skip it and go on

to the next question.

6. Select only one answer per question.

7. Make no extra marks on the answer card.

7 2
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Counseling and Guidance Staff Survey

1. How do you see yourself as a teacher As a teacher I aM:

A. Excellent
B. Good
C. Ayerag6
D. Fair
E. Poor

When I have a personal problem, I trust one of the following more
than I do the rest:

F. A professional outside of schaol Or my home
G. A friend
H. A teacher
3. A memberof my family
K. School counselor

How do you usually feel about yourself as a person':

A. I feel very good
B. I feel mostly O.K.
C. I just:feel -"so--so"
D. I feel poorly
-E. I-have no feelings about this

feel worthwhie as a person:

F. Always
G. Usually
H. Sometimes
J. Hardly ever
K. Never

How do you think SVHS students.see themselves. As individues
they see themselves as a worthwhile perSon;

A. Always
B. Usually

Sometimes
Hardly ever

E. Never

7 3
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6. I expect from myself:

F. 'Too much

G. Quite.a bit
K. A reasonable amount
J. ,NOt enough
K. Very little

I expect from my students:

A. Too much
8. Quite a bit

C. A reasonable amount
D. Not enough

E. Very little

8. I feel the SVHS Staff expects from me:

F. Too much
G. Quite a bit

H. A reasonable amount
J. Not enough
K. Very little

feel that SVHS students expect from me:

A. Too much
B. Quite a bit

C. A reasonable amount
D. Very little
E. Nothing

10. r feel I know mysel

F. Very well
G. Reasonably well

H. O.K.

J. I need to know more about myself

K. Not at all

I feel SVHS students know hemselves:

A. Very well
B. Reasonably well

C. O.K.

D. Not very well

E. Not at all
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12. Ma k one of the following. I feel I need:

F. Many courses on knowing myself and others
G. Some courses on knowing myself and others
H. A few courses on knowing myself and others
J. No courses on knowing myself and others
K. None of these.

13. I feel SVHS students need:

A. Many courses on knowing themselves and otherS
B. Some:courses-on knowing themselves and others
C. A few courses on knowing themselves and others
D. No courses on knowing themselves and others
E. Wine of these

14. Mark one of the following. When I have a problem with a class:

F. L talk to a fellow teacher about it
G. I talk to an administrator about it
H. -I talk to a counselor about it
J. I.talk to friends about it
K. I talk to the student(s) about it

15. I feel SVHS students need more courses that:

A. Prepare them for college
B. Prepare them for work
C. -Combination of the above
D. None of the above

16. Mark on6 of the following items:

F. I would like to know my students- better
G. I don't want to know my students at all
H. I know most of my students well enough

17. For me this high-school is:

A. Friendly
B. Has many gromps I can belong t_
C. Unfriendly
D. Angry and hostile
E. None of these

7 5
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18. Far SVHS students, I perceive they feel:

F. Friendly
G. Have many activities
H. Unfriendly

Angry and hostile-.

K. None of these

19. For SVHS students, most classes:

A. Are very easy to pass

B. Are easy to pass

C. Take a little york to pass

D. Take a lot of work to pass

E. Are very hard to pass

20. On this campus betWeen ethnic groups 1 ke Blacks, Whites an&

Chicanos.

F. There is general acceptance
G. There are some problems

H. There are a lot of problems

J. There is near war

K. I don't know about this

21. For students at this school, dr. -S and alcohol are:

A. No problem
B. Some problem
C. A big problem

D. A really big problem'

22. People who use drugs and alcohol should be:

F. Left alone
G. Helped to stop

H. Sent to institutions to receive help

J. Turned over tO the'police

K. Accepted

23. If you kave used the counseting services this year, how do you

'eel about the help you received:

A. I got all the help I needed

B. I got Some help

C. I got very little help
D. I got no help
E. It made. my probleM worse
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24. If you used the Counseling services this year, -ere you' usually
made to:

F. Wait a long ttme to be seen
.

G. Wait only a reasonable length of time to be seen
H. Wait only a short time to be seen
J. Did not have to:wait at all to be seen
K. Did not get to see a counselor
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